Disclaimer
Please read the following notification properly before taking part in the COMM token
sale. This notice applies to all purchasers or persons who read this document. Please
note this notification may be changed or updated.
The COMM Whitepaper (hereinafter “WP”) does not constitute any relations between
you (hereinafter “you” or the “Buyer”) and the COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION
LTD. (hereinafter “the Company”). Purchasing of COMM tokens is available only after
accepting the Token Purchase Agreement (hereinafter “TPA”) and Privacy Policy.
Purchasing of COMM tokens does not present an exchange of cryptocurrencies or
conventional currencies for any form of ordinary shares of the Company and the
Buyer of COMM tokens is not entitled to any guaranteed form of dividend. The Buyer
is only entitled to certain rights within the TPA. COMM tokens are not intended to
constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
WP does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort, and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investments in
securities in any jurisdiction. WP is posted for information purposes only. The content
of WP is not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the content parts of WP should
be considered an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity.
The Buyer should carefully consider and evaluate all risks associated with
cryptocurrencies, operations with them, and respective business activities. Before
purchasing COMM tokens read carefully all the information set out in this Disclaimer,
WP, Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and ensure that you are aware of all
potential risks. The section Risk Statement details potential risks that you should
consider. We strongly recommend you to seek out independent financial and legal
advice before engaging in any sort of business endeavor.

Participating in an ICO/IEO is a high-risk activity, albeit this ICO/IEO, in particular, is
aimed at experienced professionals who are used to blockchain technology,
cryptocurrency trading, and trading other market instruments such as stocks,
derivatives, and forex markets. By participating in this ICO, the purchaser is aware
and accepts the risks related to security, the potential lack of economic and financial
results.
Furthermore, the participant declares being aware of the legal uncertainty of this type
of transaction and to have conducted his legal guidance according to the applicable
law to which he subscribes. Any buyer purchasing Commonwealth (COMM Token)
acknowledges the technological and economic uncertainty of the project presented in
WP. Therefore, purchasers are aware of the absence of any legal action against the
company in case of failure, nonperformance, or non-implementation of the project, as

well as in the case of the COMM Token losing part or even the totality of its value. The
purchase of the COMM Token confers the ability to use the Crypto Commonwealth
platform services. No other rights are transferred upon the ICO. Precisely, the
company’s only obligation is to distribute the COMM Token under the conditions
defined in WP.
Any person who aims to participate in COMM Token ICO, IEO, and Airdrop MUST
pass KYC (Know Your Customer) process successfully, Commonwealth Foundation
Ltd. holds the sole right to prohibit any person suspected to illegal activities from
participation in ICO, IEO, and Airdrops.
Providing KYC documents by a given person must not be considered as a guarantee
and/or a responsibility for COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. to verify the
person (user) to pass KYC successfully. All KYC documents are gathered, processed,
and reviewed manually by a third-party legal auditor of COMMONWEALTH
FOUNDATION LTD., and are classified as Legally Protected Information, and will not
be shared with any third-party. For further information, you may contact us by info@
cryptocommonwealth.io.
In case of any suspected illegal activities, we have the full authority to share the
related information with legal authorities in the USA, EU, UK, and the country of the
residence of the suspicious person(s).
Purchasing COMM Token during ICO and/or IEO is subjected to AML (Anti Money
Laundry) regulations of the Republic of Singapore.
All data submitted by the users on COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. owned
websites, including cryptocommonwealth.io, cryptocommonwealth.co and
cryptosmartbeta.com (collectively the “Websites” hereinafter), are subjected to GDPR.
For more information, please refer to our privacy policy at
https://cryptosmartbeta.com/wp-content/uploads/docs/privacy_policy.pdf.
During the IEO on the partner exchanges, the participants, including the buyers, need
to read the specific terms and conditions of the pertaining exchanges, which may vary
with COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. terms and conditions.
COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. is not liable for any restrictions, terms,
policies, and/or regulations on any Exchange conducting COMM Token IEO.

GDPR Terms and Conditions

COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. and its subsidiaries are committed to
comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). COMMONWEALTH
FOUNDATION LTD. has a precise and well-established data protection system to
keep the user data private.
All forms, mailing lists, emails, cookie settings on Crypto Commonwealth websites
and platforms, and including COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD. and COMM
token are in full compliance with GDPR rules.

Should you have any question, please contact us as
follows:
info@cryptocommonwealth.io
COMMONWEALTH FOUNDATION LTD.
2 Venture Drive #11-31
Vision Exchange
Singapore (608526)
Toll-Free : +65 66230107

Risk Statement
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in
WP. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements
or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of WP does
not imply that the applicable laws of any jurisdiction, regulatory requirements, or rules
have been complied. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws,
regulations and rules, the Company and its affiliates and respective officers,
employees or agents, in relation to the Websites, COMM tokens, COMM products and

services will not be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to,
direct, consequential, incidental, special or indirect damages (including but not limited
to lost profits, loss of revenue or third party loss whether foreseeable or otherwise,
trading losses or damages that result from use or loss of use of the Websites, COMM
tokens, COMM products and services). For the avoidance of doubt, the Company
expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or
damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any
information contained in this document, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any
such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom, or (iv) usage or acquisition of
COMM products and services, available on the website and other electronic
platforms.
You confirm and agree that you are not purchasing COMM tokens for purposes of
investment, speculation for immediate resale or other financial purposes. Some of the
statements in WP include forward-looking statements which reflect the Company's
current views with respect to execution roadmap, financial performance, business
strategy and future plans, both with respect to the Company and the sectors and
industries where the Company operates. Statements which include the words
“expects”, “plans”, “believes”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “will”, “aims”, “may”, “would”,
“could”, “continue” and similar statements are of a future or forward- looking nature.
All forward-looking statements concern the matters that involve risks and
uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the
Company’s actual results to differ significantly from those indicated in these
statements. These factors include but are not limited to those described in TPA, which
should be read before purchasing of COMM tokens.
Any forward-looking statements in WP reflect the Company's current views with
respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and
assumptions relating to the Company's operations, results of operations and growth
strategy. These forward-looking statements are valid only on the date of WP
publication. The Buyer should specifically consider the factors identified in WP and
TPA which could cause actual results to differ before making a purchase decision. No
statement in WP is intended as a profit forecast and no statement in WP should be
interpreted to mean that the earnings of the Company for the current or future years
would be as may be implied in WP.

Restricted areas
No U.S. investors are allowed to participate in this sale, neither are investors from
China or any country that prohibits its citizens to buy digital assets of any kind, nor are
investors from any country on the OFAC sanctions list, including Balkans, Belarus,
Burma, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Cuba, Democratic Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq,

Liberia, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and Zimbabwe. This sale is being offered in an
offshore transaction as defined in Regulation S and to foreign investors in the
Regulation S safe harbor. U.S. investors could invest only in the Regulation D 506(c)
private sale for accredited investors via a SAFT with a 1-year holding period for the
COMM tokens.
WP or any part thereof, as well as any copies, must not be taken or transmitted to any
country where distribution or dissemination of such information is prohibited or
restricted.

